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Abstract

Simulations using the fully kinetic code XGCa were undertaken to explore the impact of kinetic effects on scrape-off
layer (SOL) physics in DIII-D H-mode plasmas. XGCa is a total-f , gyrokinetic code which self-consistently calculates
the axisymmetric electrostatic potential and plasma dynamics, and includes modules for Monte Carlo neutral transport.
Fluid simulations are normally used to simulate the SOL, due to its high collisionality. However, depending on plasma
conditions, a number of discrepancies have been observed between experiment and leading SOL fluid codes (e.g. SOLPS),
including underestimating outer target temperatures, radial electric field in the SOL, parallel ion SOL flows at the low
field side, and impurity radiation. Many of these discrepancies may be linked to the fluid treatment, and might be
resolved by including kinetic effects in SOL simulations.

The XGCa simulation of the DIII-D tokamak in a nominally sheath-limited regime show many noteworthy features
in the SOL. The density and ion temperature are higher at the low-field side, indicative of ion orbit loss. The SOL ion
Mach flows are at experimentally relevant levels (Mi ∼ 0.5), with similar shapes and poloidal variation as observed in
various tokamaks. Surprisingly, the ion Mach flows close to the sheath edge remain subsonic, in contrast to the typical
fluid Bohm criterion requiring ion flows to be above sonic at the sheath edge. Related to this are the presence of elevated
sheath potentials,e∆Φ/Te ∼ 3 − 4, over most of the SOL, with regions in the near-SOL close to the separatrix having
e∆Φ/Te > 4. These two results at the sheath edge are a consequence of non-Maxwellian features in the ions and electrons
there.

1. Introduction

A holistic approach to the plasma exhaust problem
is necessary to ensure that in a future magnetic fusion
reactor the material surfaces will simultaneously survive
harsh plasma conditions and not interfere with core fus-
ing plasma. Many pieces to this puzzle are interdependent,
and must be treated simultaneously to understand current
experiments and plan future devices and operations.

Key tools currently used for modeling the scrape-off
layer (SOL), including the design of future machines such
as ITER[1], are fluid transport codes, such as SOLPS[2]
and UEDGE[3]. Typical SOL conditions in current exper-
iments would appear to justify the use of a fluid model, as
the collisional mean free path in the SOL is less than the
parallel connection length, λ < L‖. However, research has
revealed a number of discrepancies between experiment
and leading SOL fluid codes (e.g. SOLPS), including un-
derestimating outer target temperatures[4, 5], radial elec-
tric field in the SOL[6, 7, 5], parallel ion SOL flows at the
low field side[8, 9, 10, 7, 11], and impurity radiation[12, 13].
It was hypothesized by Chankin et. al.[7] that these dis-
crepancies stem from the use of a fluid code, ignoring ki-
netic effects particularly on parallel transport in the SOL.
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Specifically he pointed to a chain of causal relations: the
code underestimates outer target temperatures, leading to
an underestimation of Er in the SOL, leading to an under-
estimation of parallel ion flows. Underestimating the tar-
get temperature may not be the the underlying cause for
all observed discrepancies between experiment and fluid
codes, but this thinking highlights the interconnectedness
of the scrape-off layer and the need to include as accurate
a physics model as possible.

Many kinetic effects could play a role in the SOL, in-
cluding X-point loss[14], ion orbit loss[15, 16], collision-
less high energy particles modifying sheaths[17], non-local
transport due to turbulence[18], etc. To correctly model
many of these effects requires a kinetic code which spans
the closed and open field line regions across the separa-
trix, and includes realistic SOL physics (kinetic particles,
neutrals, sheaths, impurities, etc.) and tokamak geometry
(X-point, toroidicity, divertor shape, etc.).

To this end a plan was implemented to simulate SOL
physics in a variety of SOL regimes (sheath-limited, high
recycling, diverted) using the XGC codes[19, 20, 21], which
meet many of the kinetic code criteria discussed in the
previous paragraph. These XGC simulations could shed
light on the importance and impact of kinetic effects in
the SOL. This plan includes making comparisons of XGC
results to the fluid code SOLPS.

Preprint submitted to Elsevier November 9, 2016



The results in this paper are from an XGCa simulation
of a low density H-mode discharge on the DIII-D toka-
mak. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes the XGCa code, including several points
important for SOL modeling, Section 3 describes the sim-
ulation parameters and discharge parameters, Section 4
discusses several noteworthy simulation results, including
main chamber poloidal variation of ion density and tem-
perature, divertor density and temperature comparisons
to experiment, SOL parallel flows, and sheath potentials,
and Section 5 wraps up with a discussion and details future
plans.

2. XGCa

XGCa is a total-f, gyrokinetic neoclassical particle-in-
cell (PIC) code[19, 20, 21]. The ions are pushed according
to a gyrokinetic formalism, and the electrons are drift-
kinetic. XGCa is very similar to the more full featured,
gyrokinetic turbulence version XGC1[20, 22, 21], the main
difference being that XGCa solves only for the axisymmet-
ric electric potential (i.e. no turbulence, hence the ”neo-
classical” descriptor). An important feature of XGCa is
that the electric potential is calculated by solving a gyroki-
netic Poisson equation, so that the resulting electric field is
self-consistent with the kinetic particles. XGCa also uses
a realistic magnetic geometry, created directly from ex-
periment magnetic reconstructions (normally from EFIT
EQDSK files), including X-points and material walls.

As this paper is focused on scrape-off layer (SOL) physics,
several aspects of XGCa related to its treatment of the
SOL are worth mentioning. First, in these simulations a
simplified, kinetic, Monte Carlo treatment of neutrals is
used (coupling XGCa to the more advanced DEGAS2[23,
24] neutral transport code is ongoing). The simplified neu-
tral routine includes basic neutral processes including elec-
tron impact ionization, charge exchange, and elastic col-
lisions. Molecular deuterium is not included. Birth neu-
trals (D0+) are sampled from a Maxwellian distribution
with temperature 3 eV, and source density peaked at a
poloidal angle of the X-point, and decaying exponentially
in poloidal angle. These neutrals are then launched from
fixed ψN values in the far-SOL and tracked through neu-
tral collisions, or until lost due to ionization or transferred
due to charge exchange. The resulting neutral density and
temperature are used to calculate the effect on ion and
electron particle distribution functions fi and fe due to
source rates of ionization and charge exchange. A neutral
recycling rate can be specified as input into the code. Im-
purities have been implemented in a development version
of the code, but were not used in these simulations.

The Debye sheath potential at material surfaces isn’t
prescribed in the simulation, but rather solved for using
a modified logical sheath boundary condition, similar to
reference [25]. This method avoids resolving the sheath
region (which would require a fully kinetic, 6D calculation)
while still retaining ion and electron kinetic effects on the

sheath potential. Every simulation time step, the sheath
potential is adjusted at each wall segment based on the
ion and electron particle flux crossing that wall segment,
in essence forming a closed-loop feedback system on the
sheath potential with a target of ambipolar flux to the
wall (Γi = Γe), with the gain factor an adjustable input
to the code. Electrons crossing the simulation boundary
with parallel energy E‖ < eΦsh are reflected back into the
plasma. The potential solver uses a boundary condition of
zero potential at the sheath-edge, Φse = 0, i.e. a perfectly
floating wall, consistent with the ambipolar flux to the
wall. This means the sheath potential is only used for
determining the reflection of particles that pass through
the sheath edge. It also means in these simulations that
the upstream radial electric field (Er) is not set by Debye
sheath potentials (Er∼−3∇Te/e) but purely by processes
such as the thermoelectric force, parallel electron pressure
gradient[7], and kinetic effects such as X-point loss[14].
Work is ongoing to incorporate the sheath potential as a
boundary condition to the full potential field solver. Work
is also ongoing with the more realistic condition of net
current to divertor surfaces, though this would require a
model for current flow through materials and the private
flux region, and modifying cross-field currents to ensure
∇ · j = 0 on a flux surface connected to a material wall in
the SOL.

In addition to the E×B particle drifts calculated from
the self-consistent electric potential, XGCa also includes
the combined curvature and ∇B magnetic drifts on parti-
cle motion. This is important to properly include neoclas-
sical Pfirsch-Schlütter flows.

3. XGCa Simulation Setup

The results presented in this paper are from an XGCa
simulation of a low-power H-mode discharge of the DIII-D
tokamak[26], shot 153820 at time 3000 ms. This discharge
had the following parameters: lower single null (LSN),
with the ion∇B direction towards the lower X-point, B0 =
2 T, Ip = 1.1 MA, n̄e = 6.3e19 m−3, ne,sep = 1.8e19 m−3,
injected neutral beam power PNBI = 2.4 MW, Prad = 1.3
MW, Ti0 = 2.45 keV, Te0 = 1.7 keV, Zeff = 1.6, and
H98y2 = 1.17. This discharge was chosen for its lower den-
sity, so that the SOL collisionality would be low, where
kinetic effects would be expected to be more significant.

The ne, Te, and Ti profiles used as input to the code
are shown in Figure 1. The recycling rate was set to a low
value of R = 0.95, with the intention of simplifying the
comparison to SOLPS.

The XGCa simulation was run on the Mira supercom-
puter at Argonne National Laboratory. A total of 524
million electrons and ions were used on the simulation do-
main. The particle distribution function f velocity grid
was 41x42, giving an average of 7.5 particles per velocity
space grid. For the unstructured triangulated real space
grid, the radial spacing at the low-field side (LFS) mid-
plane averaged ∆R ≈ 0.5ρi in the SOL, and less in the
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Figure 1: Input profiles to the XGCa simulation. Top plot shows elec-
tron density, ne, with experimental measurements in square markers,
and fit in dark solid line, and the bottom plot shows electron tem-
perature, Te, in blue, and ion temperature, Ti, in green

pedestal region, while the average poloidal spacing across
the SOL is ∆Lθ ≈ 9ρi. Convergence studies of both the
velocity space grid, the real space grid, and time step
were performed, showing no significant change in key ob-
servables. The final production simulation was run with
∼ 130, 000 CPUs for 24 hours, using a total of ∼3 million
CPU hours.

4. Results

The following are noteworthy results from the XGCa
simulation, with differences from general fluid code results
pointed out. More detailed comparisons to SOLPS simu-
lations for the same discharge will be presented in a later
paper.

4.1. Density and Ion Temperature

Hot ions executing banana motion in the pedestal re-
gion can be lost into the scrape-off layer, and lead to in-
creases in the SOL density and ion temperature, prefer-
entially at the low-field side (LFS)[15, 14, 16]. Plots of
the density (since no impurities are used in the simula-
tion, ne = ni), and ion temperature in normalized poloidal
flux (ψn) versus poloidal length along a flux surface (Lθ)
space are shown in Figure 2. The density has a significant
increase in the regions between the X-point and the mid-
plane, at both the low-field side (LFS) and high-field side
(HFS), though the LFS increase covers a larger space. The
ion temperature is substantially larger at the LFS, peak-
ing Ti,sep ∼ 280 eV at the LFS midplane and dropping to
T,sep = 210 eV near the top of the machine, rising only
slightly at the HFS. This poloidal variation of Ti is similar
to the impurity temperature poloidal variation observed on
C-Mod[27, 28]. Even larger fractional changes in Ti occur
further out in the SOL. A separate DIII-D H-mode XGCa
simulation with initial set Ti ≈ Te gave similar poloidal

variation, indicating the plasma equilibrium favors this Ti
variation in DIII-D H-modes, irrespective of Ti/Te input
(recall XGCa is a total-f code, which evolves the equilib-
rium). The difference in the poloidal variation of ni and Ti
is suggestive of the fact that the ion orbit loss of higher en-
ergy ions is centered closer to the LFS midplane, whereas
a larger fraction of ions exit closer to the X-point.
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Figure 2: Electron density (top) and ion temperature (bottom)
poloidal variation in the SOL. The x-axis is the normalized mag-
netic flux, ψN , and the y-axis is the poloidal distance along a flux
surface, Lθ, with 0 at the LFS divertor, increasing poloidally towards
the HFS divertor. Recognizable features such as midplane and diver-
tor are marked by the white dashed lines, and the X’s on the y-axis
indicate where the X-point is.

The substantial Ti variation is the primary cause of an
imbalance of simplified total pressure, pe+pi+miniV

2
i , in

the SOL by more than 50% (ni variation contributes, but
not as strongly. See below for Vi,‖ variation.). The imbal-
ance of simple pressure is most likely due to ignoring ion
viscosity terms, which can be substantial due to tempera-
ture anisotropies. Further work is to be done to determine
detailed pressure balance, and isolate mechanisms leading
to the ni and Ti increases.

4.2. Comparison to Experiment
Direct comparison of simulated electron density and

temperature to the excellent divertor Thomson diagnostic
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measurements[29] on DIII-D show that this XGCa simula-
tion overestimates the low-field side divertor Te, underesti-
mates the LFS divertor ne, resulting in a decent match to
divertor pe. Note that this is opposite of SOLPS results,
which tend to underpredict divertor Te and overpredict
divertor ne[7]. A plot comparing ne and Te from XGCa
and divertor Thomson measurements are shown in Figure
3 along the poloidal distance from the LFS divertor, Lθ,
in the region ψn = 1.004 − 1.008. These measurements
were accomplished by sweeping the plasma over ∼3000 ms
past the fixed divertor Thomson views, and mapping to
a single time slice at 3000 ms. The nature of this mea-
surement can lead to larger scatter in the data, but still a
trend was clearly visible. Te is about 2x higher in XGCa
(30 eV vs 15 eV) and ne is about 2x lower (0.9× 1020m−3

vs 1.8×1020m−3. This overprediction of Te and underpre-
diction of ne is present for the the range of flux surfaces
where divertor Thomson measurements were available, up
to ψn = 1.012. Divertor radiation (not turned on for this
XGCa simulation) is being investigated as a possible mech-
anism which would bring the simulation and measurements
into agreement.
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Figure 3: Plots comparing the divertor Thomson measurements of ne
(top) and Te (bottom) on DIII-D in the region ψn = 1.004−1.008 in
blue dots (measurements) and shaded area (fit) to XGCa simulations
results at ψn = 1.006 in green dots. X-point is located at Lθ = 0.11.
Shaded area fits are compiled from all measured data, weighted by
distance.

4.3. Parallel Ion Flows in the SOL

The parallel ion flow in the SOL plays an important
role in impurity migration[10] and particle/heat flux bal-
ance to the divertors. The XGCa simulation results for
the SOL parallel ion Mach number are shown in Figure 4
(Mi,‖ = Vi,‖/cs, where cs =

√
(Te + Ti)/mi is the sound

speed). Positive flows (in red) are towards the HFS diver-
tor, negative flows (in blue) are towards the LFS divertor,
and white areas are stagnation points.

One of the most notable features of Mi,‖ from Figure
4 is the large values (e.g. Mi,‖∼0.5 at the LFS midplane),
which is comparable to Mach number measurements in
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Figure 4: Contour plot of parallel Mach number (Mi,‖ = Vi,‖/cs)
in the SOL. Axes are the same as Figure 2. Color indicates Mi,‖
strength, with red being towards the HFS divertor, and blue towards
the LFS divertor. The white points are stagnation points (except
next to the left y-axis and next to the top y-axis, which are plotting
backgrounds). Recognizable features such as midplane and divertor
are marked by the black dashed lines, and the X’s on the y-axis
indicate where the X-point is.

several tokamaks[10, 9, 11, 7, 30] (most experimental mea-
surements are made in L-mode, due to ease of access for
Mach probes, but a few have been made in H-mode[10],
which show similar trends and levels of SOL flows). As
discussed in the Introduction, many times SOL fluid codes
drastically underpredict the SOL parallel ion flows, by fac-
tors >3x.

Another notable feature of the XGCa produced SOL
flows is the poloidal variation. We can see that in the near-
SOL of both the LFS and HFS, the parallel flow is directed
towards the opposite side’s divertor, reaching a stagnation
point just past the top, while in the far-SOL, the flow is
directed same side (LFS or HFS) of the plasma. Similar
poloidal patterns in the near-SOL were observed in fluid
simulations[31], although the magnitude of the simulated
flows were lower than measurements on JT-60U. The near-
SOL poloidal variation is consistent with the parallel ion
flow being dominated by Pfirsch-Schlütter flows[10]. Near
the X-point at both the LFS and HFS there is a stagnation
point, and the flow changes to be strongly directed towards
the respective LFS/HFS divertor, which has been observed
on several tokamaks[10], including DIII-D[32]. Note that
in L-mode plasmas on C-Mod and JT-60U[33, 10], the HFS
parallel flow is mostly directed towards the HFS divertor
across the SOL (except in the near-SOL), in contrast to the
XGCa results in Figure 4. Experimentally this HFS flow
is found to be transport driven[34]. The absence of turbu-
lent transport in the XGCa simulations may explain then
this difference in HFS flows. However, an initial compar-
ison to an XGC1 DIII-D H-mode simulation (which self-
consistently included electrostatic turbulence across the
tokamak) showed qualitatively the same poloidal pattern
of the SOL parallel ion flow.
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Further investigations into the XGCa results are needed
to isolate the separate drivers of the parallel ion flow. How-
ever, the main driver which would account for the realistic
Mi,‖ levels in XGCa, and which contrasts to fluid codes,
would appear to be the radial electric field, Er, which is
solved for using the full gyrokinetic Poisson equation. This
would be consistent with work which showed that includ-
ing the experimentally measured Er in a simplified equa-
tion for the Pfirsch-Schlütter flow recovers the experimen-
tally measured SOL parallel ion Mach number at the LFS
midplane[35, 6].

4.4. Elevated Sheath Potentials, Subsonic Sheath flows

The production of a Debye sheath at material surfaces
is inherently a kinetic process, with high-energy electrons
determining the final sheath potential. Often simplifying
assumptions are made to derive a closed form for the nor-
malized sheath potential[36]:

e(Φse − Φwall)

Te
= −1

2
ln

[
2π
me

mi

(
1 +

Ti
Te

)]
(1)

where Φse is the electric potential at the sheath edge,
and Φwall is the electric potential at the wall. The nor-
malized sheath potential (e(Φse − Φwall)/Te) at the LFS
divertor plates in XGCa is compared to the expected value
from Equation 1 in Figure 5. The XGCa sheath potential
is significantly higher than expected, ranging from 3 - 4
over most of the SOL (with near-SOL values approach-
ing 6), while the expected value from Equation 1 for this
discharge is almost a constant 2.5 over the entire SOL.
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Figure 5: Normalized sheath potential. The XGCa sheath potential
is shown in blue circles, the expected sheath potential is shown in
green squares.

To understand why the sheath potential is elevated
compared to the commonly used analytical Equation 1,
we list here the assumptions which are used to derive the
analytical equation:

1. Ambipolar flux to material surfaces (Γi = Γe for pure
plasma)

2. Divertor is electrically isolated (floating), so Φwall
will adjust to incoming flux

3. Ion speed at sheath entrance is a constant, sonic ve-
locity, Vse = cs

4. Electrons are Maxwellian in the sheath

5. Electrons follow a Boltzmann relation within the pre-
sheath and sheath: ne = nse exp [e(Φ− Φse)/Te]

The XGCa sheath routine enforces Item 1, an ambipo-
lar flux. Although Item 2 is not usually satisfied in modern
diverted tokamak (most are grounded), this assumption is
implicit in the current XGCa sheath routines. The next
item to check then is the assumption that ions are sonic at
the sheath entrance. The fluid Bohm criterion including
E ×B drifts gives[37]:

Vi,‖ + Vi,θ
Bζ

Bθ

cs
≥ 1 (2)

where Vi,θ is the poldoidal ion veloctiy, Bζ and Bθ are
toroidal and poloidal magnetic field respectively, and cs is
again the ion sound speed.

This criteria is plotted in Figure 6 both with and with-
out the poloidal drift velocity term. As can be seen, the
ions are in fact subsonic, even more so in the regions where
the sheath potential is elevated. Including E × B drifts
moves the Mach number up, even satisfying the Bohm cri-
terion at a point in the near-SOL, but overall the flows fall
drastically short of the Bohm criterion.
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Figure 6: Mach number at the LFS sheath edge. Using only Vi,‖
is shown in red squares, including the effect of E × B is shown in
blue circles. Over most of the SOL, the fluid Bohm criterion is not
satisfied.

But how can the ions be subsonic at the sheath en-
trance, invalidating the fluid Bohm criterion[36]? The
derivation of sonic ions at the sheath entrance involves as-
sumptions of monoenergetic ions at a speed Vi =

√
2eΦ/mi,

and adiabatic electrons through the sheath. However, more
general kinetic Debye criterions have been derived, which
allow for generic ion (fi) and electron (fe) distribution
functions at the sheath edge[37, 38, 39]. A common form
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for the kinetic Bohm criterion is as follows (see Ref [39]
for a good derivation):

1

mi

∫
d3v

fi(v)

v2‖
≤ − 1

me

∫
d3v

1

v‖

∂fe(v)

∂v‖
(3)

Figure 7 shows the fi from the XGCa simulation at the
sheath edge, near ψn = 1.03. fi from the code has a finite
Ti, unlike in the ideal Bohm criterion where fi(v‖) = δ(v‖−
cs). Unfortunately, the common kinetic Bohm criterion
can’t be applied to the XGCa distribution functions, since
fi has backwards going ions (fi(v‖ ≤ 0) > 0), possibly due
to neutral ionization, which formally causes Equation 3 to
diverge at v‖ = 0, i.e. the equation implicitly assumes that
the sheath absorbs all ions reaching the sheath edge.
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Figure 7: Ion distribution function at the sheath edge, near ψn =
1.03. fi from XGCa is shown in solid, and an equivalent Maxwellian
(same ni, Ti and Vi) is shown in dashed lines

Two simple observations can qualitatively account for
the elevated sheath potentials, and subsonic flow at the
sheath entrance. First, while the electron distribution is
close to Maxwellian at the sheath edge, there is a small
tail of high energy electrons; these high-energy electrons
ultimately determine the sheath potential, with the rest
of the electrons being reflected out of the sheath. Second,
inspecting fi in Figure 7, it has a negative skewness, es-
pecially when only considering the forward going particles
(v‖ > 0). The one-way flux Γ+

i of fi into the sheath is
smaller than the one-way flux from an Maxwellian (pic-
tured in Figure 7 with equivalent ni, Vi, and Ti). This
skewed distribution allows for a subsonic Vi,‖ while still
satisfying ambipolar flux into the sheath.

A more detailed, quantitative understanding of the ki-
netic mechanisms generating these distribution functions,
and subsequent influence on sheath potentials is ongoing
work. It should be pointed out that fluid codes most often
assume a value for the sheath potential, and could benefit
from an improved model for the sheath potential.

It should be noted that several theories predict sub-
sonic ions at the sheath edge, though at low tempera-
ture (Ti � Te)[38] and/or low sheath potential plasmas

(eΦsh < Te)[39], both conditions which aren’t met in this
discharge. Previous work with a kinetic, 1D2V SOL code[40]
over two decades ago observed similar elevated sheath po-
tentials, and subsonic (occasionally supersonic) ions, but
sadly this work was not continued, and did not arrive at a
final physics understanding of the phenomenon.

5. Conclusion

This work detailed the SOL physics results from an
XGCa simulation of a low-density, H-mode discharge on
the DIII-D tokamak. The XGC codes are useful for prob-
ing kinetic effects in the edge region, including the scrape-
off layer, as they include many of the interconnected physics
necessary for realistic modelling. The ion density and
temperature are larger at the LFS, indicative ion orbit
loss from the confined pedestal region. Comparisons of
XGCa simulated electron density and temperature to di-
vertor Thomson measurements show an overprediction of
LFS target Te and underprediction of ne, opposite the
typical predictions of fluid codes. The parallel ion Mach
number at the LFS midplane reaches experimental levels
(Mi ∼ 0.5), and shows a poloidal variation consistent with
the parallel ion flows being dominated by Pfirsch-Schlütter
flows, with stagnation points near the X-point at both the
LFS and HFS and flows directed towards the divertor be-
low the X-point. The normalized sheath potential at the
divertor plates is higher than standard textbook assump-
tions, along with subsonic ions at the sheath edge, which
both implicate kinetic effects in the establishment of the
sheath potential in this discharge.

Future work will focus on improvements to the scrape-
off layer modelling in XGCa, including the addition of the
private flux region, improvements to the boundary condi-
tions in the potential solver, adding impurities, and allow-
ing input anomalous transport as a proxy for turbulence.
The comparison to SOLPS simulations of the same dis-
charge will be carried out, and used to more concretely
identify differences between kinetic and fluid modelling in
the scrape-off layer.
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